‘A’ SPANISH ARCHITECTURE
Typical Elevation

Style Description

The Spanish style is an adaptation of Mission Revival architecture enriched
with additional Latin American details and elements. The style attained
widespread popularity after its use in the Panama-California Exposition
of 1915. Elevations are very simply articulated and detailed. Architectural
distinction is established by the use of “S” tile or barrel roofs, clay pipes,
decorative finials, stucco walls and highlighted with ornamental ironwork.
Porches and loggias feature arches and enhanced trim. Windows may be
flanked by plank-style shutters to provide an accent color to the elevation.
Low-pitched main roofs are simple hips or gables with an intersecting gable
roof. The charm of this style lies in the directness, adaptability and contrast
of materials and textures.

Highlights

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arched Entries
Entry Towers
Clay Pipes
Plank Shutters
Decorative Finials
Band Trim
Dual Body Colors
Second Floor Cantilevers
Shaped Corbels
Gable & Hip Roofs
Boral Barcelona “S” Concrete Tile

‘B’ CRAFTSMAN ARCHITECTURE
Typical Elevation

Style Description

The Craftsman style was inspired by the English Arts & Crafts Movement
of the late 19th century. Of the utmost importance was that all exterior
elements received both tasteful and “artful” attention. The movement
influenced numerous California architects such as Greene and Greene, and
Bernard Maybeck. The Craftsman style features low, broad proportions and
simple ornamentation that blends easily with the natural landscape. It is
characterized by the rustic texture of building materials such as horizontal
lap siding, board and batten siding on the gable ends, brick and stucco. The
wide front porches with low-slung gabled roofs are framed by pedestal-like
tapered columns. Roof forms are mainly side to side gables with cross
gables and emphasized with knee braces. Grouped multi-paned windows
with shaped header trim accentuate horizontality. The overall effect is the
creation of a natural, warm and livable home. In Southern California, the
Craftsman style spun out of bungalows that were the production homes of
the time.

Highlights

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wide Porches
Horizontal Lap Siding
Board and Batten Siding in Gables
Plank Shutters
Tapered Columns
Knee Braces
Brick Veneer Accents
Grouped Windows
Shaped Header Trim
Shaped Corbels
Low-Slung Gable & Dutch Gable Roofs
Boral Shake Concrete Tile

‘D’ FRENCH COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE
Typical Elevation

Style Description

The French Cottage style is derived from picturesque medieval Norman
and Tudor domestic architecture. The resulting French-inspired cottage
became extremely popular nationwide after the adoption of stone and brick
veneer techniques in the 1920s. The style typically features symmetrical or
asymmetrical massing topped by steeply pitched hip or gable roofs, often
with a gentle curve. Entries are highly expressive with arched headers and
stone accents. Vertical multi-paned windows are often grouped and framed
with rustic plank “Z” shutters along stucco walls. French cottage homes
exude charm and character that depicts an alluring yet unpretentious
lifestyle.

Highlights

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arched Entries
Plank “Z” Shutters
Horizontal Siding in Gables
Shaped Corbels
Enhanced Header Trim
Multi-Paned Windows
Stone Veneer Accents
Steeply Pitched Gable & Hip Roofs
Boral Slate Concrete Tile

‘F’ FARMHOUSE ARCHITECTURE
Typical Elevation

Style Description

The Farmhouse style represents a practical and picturesque country house
which highlights the simpicity of rural living in America. Its beginings are
traced to both Colonial styles from New England and later the Midwest.
As the American Frontier moved westward, the Farmhouse style evolved
according to availability of materials. Predominant features of the style are
large front porches with wood columns originally designed to help cool
the interior of the homes. Simple, two-story asymmetrical massing and
minimally ornamental elevations accentuate efficiency. Exterior walls
are faced in a combination of board and batten siding and stucco while
multi-paned windows with simple trim express verticality. It is characterized
by steep roof forms that are mainly front to back gables with an intersecting
gable. Influenced by a number of different home styles, the Farmhouse is an
elegant fixture in America’s landscape.

Highlights

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wide Porches
Board and Batten Siding
Raised Panel Shutters
Wood Columns with Diagonal Bracing
Shaped Header Trim
Multi-Paned Windows
Steeply Pitched Gable Roofs
Boral Shake Concrete Tile

